
BEST WRITING APPS WINDOWS 8.1 FOR NOVELIST

Microsoft Word is the default tool for many writers, but a subscription to Come with us as we discover the best free apps
to turn your writing.

A powerful search tool helps you to update text and formatting; tools to create a table of contents and index
give your project a professional touch; and the bundled FlightCrew EPUB validator checks that your book
conforms to the EPUB standards. Evernote If there's one essential research and note tool for writers and
everyone else, really , it has to be Evernote. Any suggestions?. One of the best features has to be the
distraction-free capabilities. This writing app enables me to finish articles faster. I need a word processor that
checks my three weak spots. While Grammarly has its own desktop app, it also works with Word in Microsoft
Office. Perfect for all those plotters out there. But one downside is that it only works for Windows at least, for
now. The free version of Grammarly works extremely well for most users. Then, you can use this information
to increase sales of your book. All your searches are stored in a history list for easy reference later. Now let's
get into your options for paid programs. Prowritingaid is an online grammar and writing checker that has so
many checks and reports to help you improve your writing. Simply paste your writing into the editor and
scroll through. As a writer who gets distracted easily, this is definitely a feature I look for in a good book
writing software. Novel Factory helps writers gradually develop all the necessary components of a novel: first
its skeleton, then characters, scenery, conflict, POV, and so on. The program is a personal wiki, an interesting
offline tool which helps you to link your ideas, and it's surprisingly easy to use. You can be a philanthropist
AND a writer at the same time. Say goodbye to forgetting what you wanted to add in that obscure scene you
wrote two months ago! Remember PalmPilots and other personal digital assistants for organization and
planning? Whether or not you choose Scrivener just depends on how much guidance you feel you need. Are
you an author? So you might have a list of items, each of which contains contains further tables and images,
creating something like an outliner tool with an extra dimension. Summary You have so much choice when it
comes to writing apps There are now so many terrific free writing apps. Improve your grammar Publish While
I like this piece of advice, I find it hard to follow. I recommend outlining as a way of working for non-fiction
writers who want to increase their daily word-count. Set up your various deadlines, for instance, and the
program's Work Schedule report will let you know how much you'll have to do, each day, to finish on time.
That means you can get more writing done by spending less time scrolling through Twitter or whatever your
social medial of choice is. It comes with a step-by-step guide on how to get started planning and writing your
novel, including theory notions about story structure, plot development, character development, themes, and
much more. If you've installed and set up Kiwix beforehand then this doesn't have to be a disaster. Thank you!
While this sounds like a lot of work, it does help you to visualise and better understand your story.
Alternatively, if you interview someone for writing better non-fiction articles, you can save time by
transcribing these interviews. LibreOffice Writer Every writer needs a good word processor for at least some
tasks, and LibreOffice has one of the best free offerings around. Use for: Non-fiction, creating a daily writing
habit Airstory The Airstory clipper in action I purchased Airstory as part of an AppSumo detail a year ago.
PauseFor is designed for YOU to set a time, and then not pick up your phone until that time is done. It works
with so many sites, platforms, software and applications. It is my number one go-to editing tool when I need to
work intensively on very long documents such as long-form articles or book manuscripts. Its flexible visual
workspace lets you see the connections between your ideas and characters, create mind maps, and develop
mood boards to visualise aspects of your novel. Extra options include the ability to set yourself a daily goal
work for an hour, say, or write a certain number of words , while the program status bar shows you how close
you are to achieving this. Here are the top four and most popular free apps to get you on your way. Watch
Grammarly in action. It works on the web and via a desktop app for Windows. What a deal!


